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1 Joining Forces bulletin

contributions

diversity

enlisted

intercept

operations

recruits

survival

  Approaching   astronaut, telephone, photography, mechanical, myth, 

television, phonics, automatic, photograph, telescope, mythical, 

mechanic, telegram, telephoto, autograph, disaster, videophone, auto, 

graph, homophone 

  On Level   astronaut, telephone, automobile, photography, mechanical, 

myth, television, phonics, automatic, photograph, telescope, mythical, 

telegraph, mechanic, telegram, telephoto, autograph, astronomer, 

disaster, homophone

  Beyond   astronaut, telephone, automobile, photography, mechanical, 

myth, television, phonics, automatic, photosynthesis, telescope, mythical, 

telegraph, mechanic, telegram, telephoto, autograph, astronomer, 

mechanized, homophone

2 Getting Along abruptly

ally

collided

confident

conflict

intervene

protective

taunting

  Approaching   subtract, port, missile, portable, export, commit, respect, 

transport, tractor, spectator, traction, dismiss, inspector, distract, 

spectacle, inspect, mission, import, intermission, suspect

  On Level   subtraction, transportation, missile, portable, export, 

committee, respect, transport, tractor, spectator, attraction, dismiss, 

inspector, distract, spectacle, inspect, mission, import, intermission, 

suspect

  Beyond   subtraction, transportation, missile, portable, export, 

committee, prospector, transport, intractable, spectator, attraction, 

dismissal, inspector, distract, spectacle, inspect, mission, import, 

intermission, circumspect

3 Adaptations adaptation

agile

cache

dormant

forage

frigid

hibernate

insulates

  Approaching   clothes, January, cereal, strength, lunar, atlas, ocean, 

salute, fury, echo, cycle, python, gigantic, Olympics, Titanic, terrace, siren, 

fortune, furious, music

  On Level   clothes, January, cereal, strength, lunar, atlas, ocean, salute, 

fury, echo, cycle, cyclone, gigantic, Olympics, territory, terrace, parasol, 

fortune, furious, gracious

  Beyond   arachnid, lethargic, muse, hygiene, ogre, hypnosis, martial, 

salute, fury, nemesis, sphinx, cyclone, gigantic, Olympics, territory, 

terrace, parasol, nocturnal, furious, gracious
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4 Making a 
Difference

export
glistening
influence
landscape
native
plantations
restore
urged

  Approaching   tripod, triplet, unicorn, uniform, unit, biweekly, triple, 
bicycle, tricycle, unicycle, tricolor, bilevel, trio, unify, centipede, 
centimeter, century, bimonthly, unity, university

  On Level   tripod, triplet, unicorn, uniform, unison, biweekly, triple, 
bicycle, tricycle, unicycle, triangle, bisect, trio, unify, centipede, 
centimeter, century, binoculars, universe, university

  Beyond   triumvirate, triplet, unicorn, unilateral, unison, binary, triathlon, 
bilingual, tricycle, unicycle, triangle, bisect, trio, trilogy, centipede, 
centimeter, century, binoculars, universe, university

5 Out in the World blares
connection
errand
exchange

  Approaching   enjoyable, breakable, favorable, likable, usable, 
respectable, readable, possible, reasonable, laughable, comfortable, 
convertible, invisible, fixable, capable, sensible, erasable, bearable, 
forcible, suitable 

  On Level   enjoyable, breakable, favorable, likable, usable, respectable, 
affordable, possible, unreasonable, laughable, comfortable, convertible, 
invisible, honorable, capable, sensible, unbelievable, bearable, 
collapsible, suitable

  Beyond   redeemable, transferable, favorable, likable, observable, 
respectable, affordable, gullible, unreasonable, laughable, inexcusable, 
convertible, reversible, honorable, capable, sensible, inseparable, 
knowledgeable, collapsible, suitable
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